
Proportion Open Access—Comparing SDGs

60% of outputs analyzed were open
access; 40% were closed access.

75% (2707/3600) received attention
tracked by Altmetric. 

The OA outputs received more attention
online than their closed access
counterparts.

Impact on Policy

The tree map displays the policy sources
that cite this research. The larger and
darker the rectangle, the more times that
source has mentioned research in this
dataset. The World Health Organization
has cited this research the most, with 73
citations. 

6% of outputs analyzed were cited in a
policy document, totaling 201 unique
mentions.

124 unique outputs were cited in at least 1
policy document; 105 outputs were open
access, while 19 were closed access.

OA Timeline

Total OA vs. closed outputs over time

OA status by University

Top Concepts
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Top concepts and number of outputs

Learn more: Affiliations

Publications by Source Title & OA Status

 Introduction
The UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) are part of a global
effort to, “improve health and
education, reduce inequality, and
spur economic growth,” through 17
focus areas. We focused on outputs in
the field of Biomedical and Clinical
Science tagged with SDG 5 Gender
Equality, and evaluated OA status,
concepts, and altmetrics from 2016-
April 2023.

OA & Altmetrics

Forging ahead towards the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals: A visual analysis of
publications on gender equality in biomedicine
Carlos Areia, PT, MSc, Shannon O'Reilly, MPS, Patricia Smith, MLIS

Conclusion
Gender equality in healthcare is a widespread
issue, with output topics ranging from
domestic violence to gender-based
discrimination in medical education. These
outputs are popular with the public, and
receive widespread news, policy, and social
media attention, with OA outputs receiving
more attention overall (75% of all outputs
received online attention). However, a large
percentage (40%) of outputs are closed
access. The aim of SDGs is to improve health
and reduce inequality, and the closed nature
of many of these outputs is in opposition of
that goal. This, along with the more prolific
dissemination and online attention of OA
research, can serve as another call to action to
push towards open access.

This heatmap displays the top 20 source titles publishing OA vs. closed research outputs.

This chart displays the most prolific universities publishing on this topic and the
proportion of outputs with OA vs. closed status.

This visualization displays the proportion of OA vs. closed outputs across all 17 SDGs. Over time, Gender Equality has
seen a steady increase in OA, rising from 0.47 in 2016 to 0.56 in 2022. In 2022, the "most open" SDGs were 6 Clean
Water and Sanitation and 14 Life Below Water—both 0.75. The "most closed" was 12 Responsible Production and
Consumption—0.43. 


